Stop pinching fingers or bruising knuckles and join the evolution in vaulting.

Normal springs wear down due to metal fatigue caused during compression. Evo-boards use the next evolution in leaf springs to remain consistent and last longer.

- Evo-Boards have a **LARGER SWEET SPOT** allowing for variations in entry position.
- These progressive boards are color coded to help determine which board your athlete will need.
- Softer and less jarring feel allowing for more repetition.
- Welded aluminum frame with handle for easy transport.
- Anti-fatigue mat provides a unique softer feel on hands or feet.

No more changing springs or worrying which spring goes to which board with AAI® Evo-Boards.

EVO-ORANGE  FIRM  407-264

EVO-GREEN  SOFT  407-262

EVO-YELLOW  MEDIUM  407-263

Locate a dealer near you, visit www.amERICANathletic.com/dealer